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Abstract: The local chromatic contrast between surfacesin a visual sceneplays an important role jn theories of color
perception. Our studies of cerebral achromatopsia suggestthat this contrast signal is computed independently of the
more complex processessuch as edgeintegration and anchoring. We report a study in which we attempted to determine
whether local-contrast signals also drove behavior in normal subjects.We sought to reduce the role of edge integration
and anchoring by using stimuli whose background varied very gradually in color from top to bottom. The local
chromatic contrast ofpatches relative to such backgrounds dependsupon the position at which they are presented.It is
therefore possible for patcheswith identical spectral composition to have opposite contrasts.We constructed stimuli in
which two of three vertically arranged discs had the same contrast while the third had opposite contrast. The stimuii
were also constructed so that the contrast-odd disc and one of the other two had identical spectral composition while
the third disc had different composition. We used these stimuli in an attentional task where, after a brief delay, a letter
discrimination target was presented in the location of one of the discs. Attention should automatically be attracted
to the odd disc in such a display. Normal observers were faster at making the letter discrimination when the
target appeared at the contrast-odd as opposed to spectrally odd location. We conciude that local chromatic contrast,
but not raw spectral composition, is accessibleto normal observers at an appropriate stage in visuai processing to
drive attention.
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Our normal visual experienceof the world is fllled
with color. Color is a property of surfaces,shadows
and lights. Thesecolors do not, however,correspond
to the physicalwavelengthsof light striking the retina
in as direct a way as might at first be imagined.Color
is a distal, not a proximal percept. The perceived
color of objects in the world is a property of those
objects,not of the wavelengthof light reflectedfrom
them to the retina. The light reachingour eyesfrom
an objectis dependentboth on the surface-reflectance
properties of the object and the light illurninating
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that obiect. Perceivedcolor can be thought of as an
properties.It depends
estimateof surface-reflectance
upon a complex relationship between spatial and
temporal patterns of wavelengthand intensity variation in the light reachingthe retina that undoubtedly
relies on specializedneurai computations. Some of
thesecomputationsservesimply to disentangleintensity and wavelength variation in the visual scene.
Others allow the visual systemto estimatethe composition of the iliuminant or to discountthe effectsof
changesin the illuminant without explicit estimation.
Signals derived from a visual scene which are
invariant under changesof illumination provide a
useful starting point for the perception of surface
color. The waveiengthoflight reflectedfrom surfaces
themselvesis, of course,not invariant under changes
of illumination. If, however, one compares a pair
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of surfaces then if the first surface reflects more
long-wavelength light than the other under one
illuminant, it will also reflect more long-wavelength
light under a differentilluminant (givena few realistic
provisos about the nature of the illuminants). If the
pair of surfacesabut then the comparison between
is being made acrossa boundary or edge.
reflectances
Land's retinextheoryof color vision takessuchlocal
contrastsacrossedgesas its startingpoint (Land and
McCann, 1971).It hasrecentlybeenshownthat there
are cells in the striate cortex of macaques that
respond selectivelyto the chromatic contrast across
edges(Conway, 2001; Conway et a1., 2002). The
processof'filling-in' the propertiesof a surfacefrom
its edges,as seenin the Craik O'Brien Cornsweet
illusion (see Cornsweet, 1970), can be seen as an
illustration of the way surfacecolor perceptionrelies
on chromatic contrast acrossedges.The neurological
condition of cerebral achromatopsia, however,
provides some of the most compellingevidencethat
edgeprocessinghas a quite distinct role in additional
to its status as a starting point for surface color
perception.
Cerebral achromatopsia is a neurological condition in which color vision becomesdefectiveas a
result of damage to ventromedial areas of cortex
in the vicinity of the fusiform and lingual gyri
(Meadows, 1974). Patients with complete cerebral
achromatopsia report an absence of phenomenal
color experience,do not name colored samples
correctly and fail in color sorting and color oddity
tasks. Failures in oddity and sorting tasks confirm
that cerebral achromatopsiais a perceptual deficit
rather than one of color naming or color memory.
If cerebral achromatopsia involved a complete
loss of wavelength-selectiveprocessing then one
would expect that patients would fail to respond
to wavelength-definedstimuli in which there was
no luminance variation. For example, a subject
incapableof extractingwavelengthinformation from
a stimulusshould entirely fail to perceivea greendisk
against a red background if the disk and the background were of the same luminance. Despite their
absenceof color experience,cerebralachromatopsics
do, however, respond to such stimuli. Moreover,
this responseis not simply behavioral.They do not
just 'guess' reliably when a wavelength-defined
stimulus is presentin a display. It is obvious from

their reactionsand reports that they clearly seesuch
stimuli consciously.They cannot, however,explain
what differsbetweenthe stimulusand its background.
They appear to see the chromatic edge effortlessll
despitehaving no experienceof the two surfacesthat
comprisethe edge.
Together with Alan Cowey, we have investigated
the residualedge-processing
abilitiesin an achromatopsic patient, M.S., over many years.The abilitl
of M.S. to perceiveform from color was established
by Heywood et al. (1994).In order to avoid the
issue of exactly how one should equate the luminance of figure and ground with a specificachromatopsic patient they used the technique of
random luminance masking. That is, the figule
was composed of a set of rectangles all having
the same chromaticity but differing in luminance.
embeddedin a background of rectanglesall havin,s
another chromaticity and again all differing in
luminance. In such a display the figure cannot be
discriminatedfrom the background on the basis ot'
luminancecuesas there are luminanceedgesthrough
the display, not just at the borders betweenfigurc
and ground.
Heywood et al. (1991)showedthat M.S. can not
only use chromatic boundariesto perceiveform but
can alsodiscriminatebetweenboundaries.They found
that M.S. could discriminatea block of abuttirrg
isoluminant squaresordered sequentiallyin terms ol'
color from a block of the same squaresin randonr
order. One key differencebetweenthe ordered and
random stimuli is that in the ordered stimulus the
color contrasts betweensquareswill always be lori
(because neighbouring squares will have similar
colors) whereasthe boundaries between squaresin
the randomly orderedstimuluswill usually be higher
and will be more variable. The fact that M.S. failed
to make this discriminationif the squarescomprising
the blocks were not abutting emphasizesthe role
that edge information was playing in this residual
ability.
Heywood et al. (1998) demonstrated thai
wavelength-based
form perceptionin M.S. is mediated
by the color-opponent P-channel rather than the
M-channel in which signalsfrom the three different
cone types are simply summed (see Chatterjeeand
Callaway, 2002 for evidencethat S-conescontribute
to the M-channel). It is not possible to silence
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all M-channel cells even when using stimuli that
minimize luminanceresponsespsychophysically.The
color-opponentsystemshould, however, respond in
a characteristicfashion to stimuli with a spectral
put into oppodistribution in which the wavelen-qths
nency are in balance. In a nutshell, a stimulus in
which wavelengthsproducing excitation and inhibition balancewill produce less responsethan one in
which net excitation can be elicited in at least some
cells.We were able to show that the samewavelength
balance was needed to make such stimuli appear
perceptualiydimmer both to M.S. and to normal
subjects,implying that at leastthe early stagesof the
color-opponentP-channelwereintact in M.S.
In our most recent work we have shown that
M.S. can not only discriminate the ma-enitudeof
contrast acrossa chromatic border, but also aspects
of its chromatic composition. For example, he
can discriminatea red yellow border from a greenyellow border. This ability disappearsif the borders
a r e o b s c u r e db y b l a c kl i n e s .
In normal observerschromatic borders are just
the starting point in color perceptionand we usually
respondto the color derivedfrom the border contrast
rather than the local contrast per se. A pair of ripe
orangeslook the samecolor to us evenif one is sitting
on a yellow plate and the othel on a greenkitchen
worktop. Nevertheless,the local chrornaticcontrasts
at the borders between orange and yellow and
between orange and green are quite different. The
differencein local chromatic contrast only becomes
directly perceptually apparent to us under special
circumstances.If there is a very gradual transition
betweencolors in the background the visual system
may treat this transition as if it reflecteda change
in illumination rather than a changein background.
A pair of stimuli with identical spectralcompositions
displayedagainstdifferentparts ofa graduatedbackground will then elicit different color perceptsin line
with the differentlocal contraststhey produceagainst
their immediatebackgrounds.We showedthat both
M.S. and normal observersrespondedon the basisof
local contrast in a task using a graduated background. Normal observers'behavior switchedto one
consistent with object surface color when a background with abrupt transitions were used. M.S.,
however,persistedin respondingon the basisoflocal
chromaticcontrast.

Although it is clear that against the graduated
background both M.S. and the normal observers
are responding on the basis of local contrast, the
basis of the normal observer'sresponsesin the
other conditionsis ambiguous.A responsebasedon
passing the local-contrast signal through further
stagesof processingin order to arrive at an estimate
of surface reflectancewould produce the chorces
observed.It is, however,also the casethat responses
based simply on wavelength,a signal simpler even
than local contrast,would be equally consistentwith
the results.Zeki et al. (1999) suggestthat cells in
striate cortex do, indeed,show wavelengthtuning.
Such cells may coexist with the contrast-tunedcells
found by Conway (2001).Alternatively,the apparent
wavelength-based tuning may, however, be a
consequenceof the stin-rulussizes used by Zeki
(Maunselland Newsome,1987;Wachtleret al., 1999).
Whether or not stimulus wavelengthdirectly influences behavior can be disentangledexperimentally
by pitting wavelengthand local contrast againstone
another as we did in the graduated-background
task.
In these tasks three disks are presentedagainst the
back-eround.Two of them have the same contrast
relative to the background immediatelysurrounding
them and two have the same spectralcomposition.
Simply asking normal subjectswhich is odd yield
responsesfavoring contrast as the property that
definesperceptual oddity. However, subjectssometimesfind the task difficult, commentingthat all three
items look a little different from one another. We
reasonedthat it might be the casethat an indirect test
of oddity could revealwhether spectralcomposition
could. indeed,be extractedlate enough in the visual
systemto influencebehavior.The indirect testwe used
was that of the color singletonparadigm (Yantis and
Jonides1988)in which an odd-coloreditem (a 'color
singleton')is presentedon eachtrial but, importantly,
the singletonis not relevantto the participant'stask.
There is considerable debate in the literature
over whether a task-irrelevantunique item (i.e. a
singleton)presentedamongst an array of homogeneous items automatically captures visual spatial
attention. Central to this debate is whether color
as a singletoncan elicit this type of stimulus-driven
attentional capture. Clearly color, as with all other
singletons,will automatically capture attention if it
is relevantto a participant'stask. For instanceif an
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observeris asked to detect a singlered line amongst
an affay of green lines, the color singleton will be
effortlesslydetected.RT to detect the odd item wili
be independentof the number of green items. The
'pop out' (Treismanand Gelade,
singletonis said to
1980).However, the question remains as to whether
an odd item captures attention in the absenceof a
relevantattentional set.
Initially, evidencesuggestedthat a color singleton
does not capture stimulus-drivenattention (Jonides
and Yantis, 1988).However, more recently Turatto
and Galfano (2001) have provided data showing
that color singletonscan indeed capture attention.
Participantssearchedfor a target letter amongstdistracterseach of which occurredinside a small circle.
One of the circleswas a different color to the others.
Unlike Jonides and Yantis, Turatto and Galfano
found that responsetime to detect the target was
reducedwhen it coincided with the color-singleton.
Using a variation of the color singleton task flrst
employed by Gibson and Jiang (1998), Horstmann
(2002) has also provided evidence that color
singletonscan capture bottom-up attention. Gibson
and Jiang suggestedthat color may in fact be able to
summon stimulus-drivenattention but participants
could habituate to the repeatedappearanceof color
singletonsthat they know are task irrelevant. They
reasoned that capture may occur for the initial
(unexpected)presentationofa singletonbut fail to do
so after a repeated number of presentations.The
capture effect would therefore be lost in analysis
when reaction times are averaged over the whole
experiment.In order to assessthis, Gibson and Jiang
(1998)manipulatedthe color-singletontask suchthat
a surprisesingletonwas presentedat various points in
the experiment.Although Gibson and Jiang found
that surprise singletonsdid not summon attention,
Horstmann (2002)has recentlyshowedthat they can.
The question of whether color singletons can
automaticallycaptureattention has wider theoretical
implications for the more general issue of whether
the onset of a new object is particularly effectivein
attentional capture. Our brief review of the color
singletonliterature has shown how elusivethe effect
of color singletonson attentionalcapturehas proved
to be. Furthermore, data from Jonides and Yantis
(1988)and Hillstrom and Yantis (1994)suggestthat

iuminanceand motion singletonsalso do not accrue
attention automatically. However, there exists one
classof singletonwhich has consistentlyshown to be
effectivein attentional capture: the onset singleton.
As with the other singleton paradigms, the onset
singleton task requires participants to search for a
targetletter presentedamongstdistracters.One of the
letters appearsabruptly and henceis referred to as
a 'new' object or an onset,whilst all other lettersare
created by the offset of elementsthat camouflage
existingietters.That is, the transformationof alreadl
existing 'old' objects. Results show that when the
target happensto coincide with the new onset, RT
is reduced compared to when the target coincides
with one of the o1d objects. Furthermore, Gel1at11
et al. (1999)and Gellatly and Cole (2000)have shown
that the enhanced attentional facilitation for neri
objects does not rely on the luminance changethat
normally accompaniesa new onset. In other words.
luminance-changedetection is not a necessarycondition of capture. Finally, Cole et al. (2003) har,'e
demonstratedthat object onset is less susceptibieto
'changeblindness'(Rensink, 2002) than many other'
changesthat occur in this paradigm.
It is the flndings from the onset singleton task
compared with findings from other singleton tasks.
most notably color singleton, that has lead Yantis
(1993) to argue that the only feature that can elicit
bottom-up attentional capture in the absenceof a
relevant attentional set is the onset of a new object.
In another way, object onset has a specialstatus in
attentional capture. Our assessmentof wavelen-eth
and 1oca1-contrastprocessing will therefore also
enableus to addressthe issueof chromaticallybased
attentionalcapture.In the presentstudy we compared
performanceon a letter-discriminationtask in locations in which a cone-contrastor a spectralcomposition singletonhadjust beenpresented.Ifsingletons rn
one of these two dimensions proved differentiall1
effective in automatically capturing attention then
letter discriminationin the location of the odd target
in that dimensionshould be facilitated.
Stimuli
Two types of display were used in the experiment.
In the first, three 2.3' diameter isoluminant-colored
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disks were presented at an eccentricity of 8" to
the right of fixation, spaced vertically with polar
angles of -60o, 0o and *60" to the horizontal,
against a black background. The borders between
colored disks and the black background had
identical large luminance contrast; however, as
there was no chromatic content in the background
there were no useable local chromatic contrast
signals, The only dimension that could be used to
define oddity was therefore the spectral content of
the disks. On every trial two disks had the same
content (the same color) and one an odd color. The
odd disk was always presented in the uppermost or
lowest of the three locations. never the middle. In
the second display, disks with spectral compositions
matching those used in the first display were
presented against an isoluminant-graduated color
background. The background was constructed so
that all of the disks had the same magnitude of
RMS cone contrast relative to their immediate
background. The contrast of the spectrally odd
disk and one of the other two disks was in the
samedirection (e.g.they were both redder than their
background).For the third disk the contrast was in
the opposite direction (e.g. the disk was greenerthan
its background). The odd-contrast location in the
graduated-background display was the same as
the spectrally odd location in the matching blackbackground display. For illustration, Fig. 1 shows
a
luminance-modulated graduated-background
display with an odd-contrast central disk in which
the upper and central disks have the same
luminance.
Construction of the graduated-background
display in which local cone-contrast magnitudes
are preciselymatched is not as trivial as it might first
appear. It is not sufficient to take two isoluminant
colors of equal and opposite cone contrasts from a
midpoint as backgrounds and use the midpoint as
spectrally identical but opposite-contrast targets,
This is because the cone contrast of a stimulus is
defined relative to its immediate background. The
changes in cone excitation required to produce
contrasts of equal magnitude against two differing
backgrounds differ according to the composition
of those backgrounds. In fact, in a cone space
plane (x, y) one has to satisfy the following set

of expressions:
xe : J(m* x*c sin(0.)
le : lm * y_c cos(d-)
xt: xe * x"c sin(0")
lt : le * y"c cos(9")
where x", y" are the coordinates of a background
color, x,, y, are the coordinates of a stimulus, c is the
cone contrast between backsround colors from the
midpoint defined as
V ((xt *,) / *,)2 +(a/, y) I yJ2
9- is the angle,in cone-contrastspace(Lxlx^, Lyly.),
of x,, y. from the midpoint and 0. is the angle, in
cone-contrastspace(Lxlx", Lyly), of xr, yl from one
of the background colors.
When both angles are on the isoluminant axis [by
definition arcten(-ylx) for a cone-contrast space
centered on (x,y)] the cone-contrast magnitude at a
background patch with coordinates x", y" which has a

Fig. 1. An illustration of the effect of local contrast on the
perception of surfaces against a gradually changing background. The uppermost and central disks are identical shades of
gray. The uppermost and lowermost disks are both lighter than
their immediate backgrounds while the central disk is darker
than its background. The three disks are reproduced to the right
of the graduated background to illustrate the strength of the
background's effect.

contrast c relative to the midpoint x,y required
satisfy the relations is given by:
-2cy cos(tl x)
+c
+
(-y - cycos]tlx))2
(x - cycosQtlx))2

(x + cy cosltI x))2

We usedthis expressionto construct stimuli against
linearly graduatedbackgroundswith a central chromaticity of CIE x:y:0.45, and a maximumRMS cone
contrast from the top to the bottom of the screenof
25o/oit a cone-contrastplane of just L- and M-cone
modulations.Stimuli werepresented114,| 12,and3l4
of the way along the gradation such that the oddcontrast stimulus could either have positive or
negative L contrast and either be at the uppermost
of lowest of the three locations. The gradation could
either be from green to red or red to green running
down the screen. The luminance of the disks and
graduatedbackgroundwas l5 cdm-2. For the letter
discriminations the same disks were white and
contained centered Arial Bold lowercase letters
subtending l' vertically. Stimuli were generated
using a Cambridge Research Systems VSG2/3
graphics system driving an Eizo F184T monitor at
100 Hz and responsescollected using a Cambridge
ResearchSystemsCB2 button box.

rest of the alphabet (apart from 'm' which was much
wider than any other letter) being presented in the
remaining two locations. There was therefore
counterbalancing over 12 conditions [direction of
gradation (2), odd-contrast location (2), and target
location (3)l within the graduated-backgroundphase.
and matching trials within the black-background
phase,with 30 instancesof each condition, yielding
360 trials per phase. Presentation order was
randomized for each phase for each subject.
One each trial the subject initially viewed a 0.4'
diameter white-fixation spot against a uniform
background, either black, for the black-background
phase,or CIE(x,y): (0.45,0.45)with a luminanceof
15 cdm-2 for the graduated-background phase. In
the graduated condition the background was
replaced by the graduated background, again with
a fixation disk after I s. After a further 250 ms,2.3'
diameter disks were presented in the three possible
target locations. For the graduated-background
phase the odd-contrast item was always at the top
or bottom and the spectrally odd item was at the
center. For the black background the locations of
the odd-contrast item and the spectrally odd item
were exchanged.This means that differencesbetween
reaction times to targets presented at top and
bottom locations allow one to compare contrast
oddity or spectral oddity in the same locations with
the same control.

Subjects and procedure

Results
Subjects were 22 undergraduate volunteers with no
reported color-vision deficiencies. Half of them
completed the phase using black backgrounds first,
the rest completed the graduated-background phase
first. The subjects'task on each trial in both phases
was to determinewhetherthe letter 'p' or the letter'q'
occurred, indicating their choice as quickly as possible by pressingthe left or right buttons on the response
box, respectively.There were equal numbers of trials
in which the spectrally odd (black-background phase)
or contrast-odd (graduated-background phase) item
was presentedin the upper or lower locations. Within
each location there were equal numbers of positive
and negativeL-contrast-odditems.The searchtarget,
'p'
or 'q', appearedequally often in eachof the three
locations,with distractersdrawn randomly from the

We initially discarded all incorrect responsesand all
responsesto targets from the central location, so that
we could compare spectral oddity against a black
background or contrast oddity against a graduated
background with spectrally identical distracters. The
median reaction times for all remaining trials in
which the target appeared in the odd-item location,
and for those in which the target appeared in the
other location, were then entered into an analysis of
variance for both phasesof the experiment with the
variables oddity and phase. Reaction-time experiments are susceptible to the effects of outliers and
taking medians is the most stringent procedure with
which one can minimize their effects.It is, however,
the case that statistically similar results are obtained
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Fig. 2. Average reaction-time advantage for targets in the odd
locirtion over targets in the control location against black and
graduated backgrounds. Error bars are t 1 standard error of
the mean.

with less-stringentprocedures(e.g. by trimming at
meanst 2 standard deviations). The differences
betweenreaction times in the odd-item and control
locationsare shown in Fig. 2. It can be seenthat the
reaction-timeadvantagein the graduated-background
phasediffers from zero, whereasthere is no marked
reaction-time advantage in the black-background
phase.
The analysis of variance confirms that oddity is
only effectivein speedingreactiontime in subsequent
letter discriminationswhen it is definedby contrast,
not when it is spectral. There is a significant
main effect of oddity (F(1,21):5.41, P<0.05)
and a significant interaction between oddity and
background(,F(1,21): 5.59,P< 0.05)but no effectof
b a c k g r o u n da l o n e ( F ( 1 , 2 1 ) : 1 . 0 9 , n . s . ) . A v e r a g e
reaction times for odd and control conditions were
745 and 740 ms, respectively(an RT advantageof
-5 ms) against the black background and 705 and
122 ms (an RT advantageof + 17 ms) against the
graduatedbackground.
Discussion
We found that odd spectralcomposition at a given
location failed to produce a subsequentreactiontime
advantagethere, and hence can be assumednot to
capture attention automatically.Odd local contrast,
on the other hand, produceda significantsubsequent

reaction-timeadvantagewhen comparedwith a target
presentedin a location that had been odd neither in
contrastnor spectralcontent.This suggeststhat locallate enoughin the visual
contrastsignalsare accessible
system to trigger automatic attentional processes.
Signals coding raw wavelength,although they are
undoubtedly present early in the visual system
(for example in the responsesof single-opponent
cellsto stimuli bathing both their centerand surround
fields), do not appear to be accessibleto automatic
attentional processes.It is likely that attentional
processesare cortically driven and the effectiveness
of local contrast is consistent with evidence for
local-contrasttuned cells in striate cortex (Conway,
2001;Conway et al., 2002).While the currentresults
cannot rule out the existenceof specificallywavelen,eth-tuned
cellsin cortex (as opposed,for example,
to reflectance-tuned
cells whose responseis derived
from contrastsignals),they do imply that signalsfrom
any such cellsdo not have a strong direct interaction
with higher visual processes.
We consider the results from the color-contrast
condition as one of the few but growing reports
demonstrating the automatic selection of a color
singleton. It may be somewhat unsurprising that
previous research has failed to show consistent
attentional capture by color singletons given our
flndings that color singletonsdefinedin two different
ways (spectralcompositionand local contrast)reveal
differing effects. This demonstrates that colorsingletontasks can be sensitiveto extremesubtieties
of procedure and stimulus display. Our results
therefore also suggestthat object onset is not the
only feature singleton that can elicit bottom-up
attentionalcapture(Yantis, 1993).
Our data also shed light on recent reports of
'surprise'
color singletons.As reviewedin the introduction, Gibson and Jiang (1998) suggestedthat
color singletonscould, in principle,capture attention
but observers might habituate to their repeated
presentation.Horstmann (2002) has recently shown
that surprisesingletonscan indeedcaptureattention.
However, our data demonstratethat surprisesingletons need not be used to elicit attentional capture.
Rather than there being anything particularly important about surprise singletons,we argue that the
proceduresimply increasesthe sensitivityof measurement aimed to index attentional capture by oddity.
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The size of the reaction-time advantage upon
which we are drawing theseconclusionsis certainly
small at 17 ms. Turatto and Galfano (2000) found
reaction-timeadvantagesrangingbetrveen5 and 75 ms
reaction times to detect an odd
when they assessed
letterin a circular array of eightitems.They compared
timestaken to make the letter discriminationwhen the
target letter appearedagainstan odd-color disk with
the times taken when the odd disk was one, two, or
threelocationsawayfrom the odd letter.The reactiontime advantagedependedcrucially upon two factors,
first, the distancebetweenthe odd-color location and
the target-letter location and second, the subjects'
experiencewith the task. They suggestthat subjects'
attention is initialiy captured by the task-irrelevant
color singletonbut that as subjectslearn that color
oddity is not predictiveof target location, the extent
to which color oddity capturesattention diminishes.
This diminution of attentional capture was evident
when comparingan initial sessionof 512 trials with a
secondsimilar sessionthe following day. Our subjects
completed comparable numbers of trials (360 per
session)with half of them undertakingthe graduatedbackground task (where we found our reaction-time
advantage)after a block of black-backgroundtrials.
The letter targets we compared always had one
intervening location between them which, again.
Turatto and Galfano (2001) iound decreasedreact i o n - t i m ea d v a n t a g ei n c o m p a r i s o nt o a s i t u a l i o n
wheretarget locationswereadjacent.In conclusion,a
17-msreaction-timeadvantagefor attentionalcapture
by loca1-contrastoddity does not appear to be
exceptionallylow given the experimentaldesign
There are no obvious sourcesofcueing apart from
the location of the odd-contrastdisk - the relationships between odd-contrast polarity, directicn of
background gradation, odd-contrast location, and
target location were all fully counterbalanced.The
only unavoidable differencebetween the black and
graduated-backgroundconditions that might affect
cueingis the fact that the black backgroundremained
constant throughout a test session whereas the
graduated background could change from triai to
trial. It is, however, hard to conceiveof a way in
which any temporal-alertingfunction provided by
a change in background-precedingpresentation of
the disks could independently confer a selective
advantaseon the odd-contrastlocation.

Finally, we can address some issues regarding
the black-background condition in which spectral
oddity did not confer a reaction-timeadvantageon
targets presented at the odd location. Although
v,te have characterized this condition as one ln
which color-contrast signals are not present, this
may not strictly be true. A number of studieshave
shown that wavelengthcomparisonsmade over lon-s
ranges influence neural responses! for example.
Wachtler et al. (2001) showed that patches up to
10' away from a target stimulus can influence the
perception of the target (but only when ther
accompany a changein background color). Neural
mechanismsthat might underlie such nonlocal influencescan be identified both in extrastriateregiotr:
(e.g. Schein and Desimone, 1990) and in striate
cortex (Wachtleret al., 1999).Although interaction:
may therefore be occurring between the processing
of the three disks in the black-backgroundcondition we can conclude that neither oddity il
these interactions nor spectral oddity per se arc
effectivein automatically capturing attention in our
experiment.
To summarize, in a retinex color-perceptior.
process local-contrast signals are initially derivec
from the raw-wavelength input, subsequentmorc
which involve integration of those
complex processes
signals together with anchoring provide estimate:
of the reflectancepropertiesof objects in the worlc
and the subjectiveexperienceof color. M.S. ha.
apparentiy lost the ability to carry out these latte:
stages but does have access to local chromatic
contrast signals. We asked the question whethe:'
access to these local-contrast signals is purely r,
of the damageto M.S. or if they werc
consequence
also accessiblein the normal visual system.Wher:
stimuli provide lessinformation than would normalh
be available(by virtue of the paucity of edge information against a graded background) do subject.
accesslocal-contrast signals from an intermediatc
point in color processingor doesaccessfa1lback te
earlier 'raw'-wavelength signals?Our finding tha:
automatic orientation of visual attention was driver:
by local-contrast oddity rather than wavelen-etl'.
oddity suggeststhe former. Local contrast eithe:'
at an early stageor at lea::
drive attentionalprocesses
pass 'unmodified' through the latter stagesof color
processingdrive attention from there.
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It is noteworthy that the local chromatic contrast
signal that we assumeis responsible for attentional
capture in the graduated-backgroundtask, and which
is absent in the black-background task, is not a
necessarycondition in the process that gives rise to
color experience- the red and green disks in the
black background look quite different from one
another. The subjective experience of color and its
psychologicalconsequences
are clearly dissociablein
normal subjects.
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